R E TA I L

Enhance Your Customers’ Shopping
Experience by Making Your Parking Lot
More Comfortable and Inviting
It’s Easy with Autani
The Right Light, in the Right Place, at the Right Time
Wireless Outdoor Lighting Management gives immediate results
with energy savings, but that is just the beginning:
Reflects Well on
your Company

Provides Feeling of
Comfort & Safety

Promotes Employee
& Customer Well Being

Guide Customers
to Building

Prevents Accidents

Reduces Crime

Protects Property

Lowers Maintenance Cost

All achieved securely and reliably to minimize risk to your
employees, customers, and your business. And with Autani it
will be Easy to Install, Easy to Manage, and Easy to Own.
www.autani.com
443.320.2233
information@autani.com

OUTDOOR

Autani Facility Management
The Easy Way to Manage Your Budget
and Create an Inviting Environment
Whether your business owns its facilities or leases via a triple net
lease, there are financial benefits to upgrading and controlling the
parking lot lighting system. A significant reduction in energy costs
and maintenance costs can be achieved, while improving the overall
aesthetics and image of your business as well as making your
employees and customers feel safe.
Autani’s Energy Manger with EnergyCenter software provides a
simple to use system that helps ensure your parking lot lighting

BY AUTANI

You can’t manage
what you can’t
measure.

is functioning with optimal energy saving control strategies while
minimizing operational risk.
Expenses and risk can be managed and reduced by:

EnergyCenter helps you maintain ideal outdoor
lighting levels based on conditions and events.

Maximizing natural daylighting with an
astronomical timeclock

Extending the life of the outdoor lighting
system and reducing maintenance costs

Reducing light output and energy costs
with master timeclock scheduling

Creating wireless alerts to notify you if
light fixtures are not functioning properly

 uning the parking lot lighting to be more
T
welcoming and not appear too bright

www.autani.com

ADDITIONAL FEATURES & BENEFITS
1	The Autani Manager keeps the facility running
efficiently, bringing together all of the wireless
control devices under management.

Agnostic and Compatible with multiple
manufacturers with these technologies:

2	The Autani Wireless Outdoor Lighting Control
supports advanced programmable scheduling that
is synchronized with the rest of your
building lighting.
3	An optional Autani Wireless Meter can help you
analyze energy use within your facility on each
electrical circuit.and savings within your outdoor
parking facility

DESIGNED & MADE IN USA

AUTANI FACILITY MANAGEMENT

GROCERY STORE

EnergyCenter helps you maintain ideal
outdoor lighting levels using a variety
of strategies:
Maximize natural daylighting
and reduce light output with an
astronomical timeclock.

WIRELESS OUTDOOR
LIGHTING CONTROL
Autani lighting controls are easy to install and

Tune the parking lot lighting to be more
welcoming and not appear too bright

manage, and the controls can be optimized to
your retail facility needs. As you expand your

Extend the life of the outdoor lighting
system and reduce maintenance costs

business operations, the system can be adapted to
accomodate additional indoor and outdoor lighting,
and cutting edge sensors can be added to monitor

Create wireless alerts if light fixtures are
not functioning properly to reduce risks

the operating health of your facility. Autani can help
you control and manage the first and last impressions

Guide customers to the building by
providing a natural light gradient that
brightens as you approach the facility

of your facility to the customers and staff.
The Wireless Outdoor Lighting Control installs
where the photocell would be used converting
the light into a wireless smart device compatible
with Autani’s EnergyCenter.

Save energy and reduce light pollution
by safe but reduced light levels during
after-hours periods
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